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Purpose: Accrual to clinical trials that challenge well-established treatment paradigms represents 

a unique challenge. Physician opinions on investigation of a novel approach to breast cancer 

treatment, in which patients with complete response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy are offered 

omission of lumpectomy, is unknown. NRG-CC006 sought to describe physician attitudes toward 

a novel approach to breast cancer treatment.

Methods: We recruited 18 participants in the fields of surgery, medical oncology, and radiation 

oncology to participate in semi-structured telephone interviews. Main outcomes are qualitative 

themes associated with omission of surgery.

Results: Of 18 interview participants, specialty and gender were evenly represented across 

surgery, medical oncology, and radiation oncology. Qualitative themes included general attitudes 

toward treatment de-escalation, stakeholder considerations, and trial/protocol considerations. The 

vast majority of participants expressed interest in investigation of omission of surgery, with all 

participants endorsing need for further investigation into treatment de-escalation. Stakeholder 

considerations in opening such a trial emphasized need for multidisciplinary involvement, and 

particularly, the unique role of surgeons as gatekeepers in breast cancer treatment. Finally, 

participants endorsed a need for further foundational studies to develop ways to predict complete 

pathologic response to chemotherapy without surgical intervention.

Conclusions: Physicians expressed interest in investigating a novel approach to breast cancer 

treatment that would omit surgery in complete responders to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. 

Multidisciplinary input, and specifically surgeon engagement, will be key to the success of future 

investigations. Ongoing work to develop approaches to predict pathologic complete response 

accurately is needed to achieve the promise of this idea.

ClinTrials #: BR005: NCT03188393 June 13, 2017
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qualitative; de-escalation; lumpectomy omission

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) in the treatment of breast cancer has 

altered the landscape of breast oncology. Patients are receiving effective systemic therapies 

with increasing rates of pathologic complete response (pCR), as high as 60% in HER2-

positive disease;[1] it is well-recognized that pCR correlates inversely with recurrence 

rates[2] and directly with survival.[3] The occurrence of pCR after NACT challenges 

existing surgery-based treatment paradigms and invites new approaches to the treatment 

of breast cancer.

Treatment de-escalation to minimize side effects and overtreatment of patients who would 

have excellent outcomes even without additional therapy has been pursued by all fields 

of oncology. De-escalation has occurred in breast cancer through the identification of 

populations for whom radiotherapy can reasonably be omitted[4, 5] and with the use of 

genomic studies to identify patients who can safely omit adjuvant chemotherapy.[6] Key in 

these approaches is the identification of groups of patients for whom an entire treatment 
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modality can be safely omitted. Efforts to minimize the morbidity of surgery have centered 

on safely decreasing surgery in the axilla,[7, 8] however, no randomized efforts have 

explored the omission of surgery for breast-conserving therapy. It is unknown if surgical 

resection, with its associated morbidity, is necessary in patients with pCR to NACT when 

radiotherapy is planned.

A paradigm shift within breast cancer treatment exploring the potential of omitting surgery 

altogether requires several preliminary steps to lay the necessary groundwork. Patients’ 

perceptions of any proposed clinical trial will, to some extent, reflect the perception of 

the clinicians who offer them that trial. Because the surgical intervention to be omitted in 

this context is the relatively limited outpatient procedure of breast-conserving surgery, it is 

possible that physicians might not consider this to be an area of interest or worth the risks 

associated with investigating novel approaches. Nevertheless, even what may seem to be a 

modest and limited intervention such as lumpectomy may have consequences for patients’ 

quality of life; therefore, one of the necessary steps in establishing a clinical trial in this area 

involves research to explore physicians’ perceptions in this regard.

Another challenge to de-escalating surgical management of the breast is that additional 

foundational work to identify ways to evaluate pCR non-surgically is required. As such, 

NRG Oncology opened BR005 in 2017 to study the potential omission of surgery. That 

phase II study was designed to assess the accuracy of tumor bed core needle biopsies in 

predicting pCR in patients who are exceptional responders, exhibiting both clinical and 

radiographic complete response. Given the important role of physicians in future study 

enrollment for a clinical trial testing omission of surgery, NRG-CC006 initiated a qualitative 

study to investigate physician attitudes toward surgical treatment de-escalation. NRG-CC006 

is a companion study to NRG-BR005, with a focus on developing new information about 

physician perspectives toward omission of surgery as a precursor to a future randomized 

clinical trial.

METHODS

Investigations were performed after approval from local Human Investigations Committees 

in accordance with assurances filed with and approved by the Department of Health and 

Human Services.

Study Design and Participants

The NRG Oncology Statistics and Data Management Center provided the University of 

Michigan with a list of practicing surgeons, radiation oncologists, and medical oncologists 

(N=419) who enrolled patients to NRG Oncology trials. Physicians were stratified into 

cohorts based on specialty (surgery, radiation oncology, medical oncology), gender (male, 

female), and National Cancer Institute (NCI) site type. Site types were: Lead Academic 

Participating Sites (LAPS), representing academic sites; NCI Community Oncology 

Research Program (NCORP), representing community sites; and Main Members (Main), 

representing sites with considerable NRG clinical trial accrual history that was not part of 

the previous two groups. A 3×3×2 purposeful sampling table was created to randomly select 
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participants based on these characteristics. After selection, a research associate emailed 

physicians to invite them to participate in an audio-recorded telephone interview.

Interview Procedures

After agreeing to participate, subjects were emailed an informed consent form and copy of 

the semi-structured interview guide. Interviews were conducted after verbally re-affirming 

consent. Questions focused on willingness to enroll patients into a clinical trial investigating 

omission of surgery, influencing factors, and the role of imaging and biopsy results. All 

interviews were conducted by trained physician-researchers (LAG and DAS) from July-

October 2019. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim by a professional 

transcription service.

Analysis

De-identified transcripts were analyzed using rigorous techniques of qualitative data analysis 

and are reported according to the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research.[9–11] 

Interviews were independently reviewed and coded using standard techniques of thematic 

analysis[12] by two coders (LAG and LAS) using qualitative analysis software (Dedoose, 

v8.3.17[13]). For rigor, interviews were double-coded and compared for agreement. 

Disagreements were resolved by consensus. After coding, major themes were identified 

and analyzed for interpretive description by a diverse team of physicians and social scientists 

with expertise in qualitative research.[14] Results focused on dominant themes shaping 

physicians’ attitudes toward evaluating pCR non-surgically and omitting lumpectomy in a 

subset of breast cancer patients.

RESULTS

A total of 18 physicians were interviewed. By design, gender was evenly distributed (9 

males, 9 females). Physician specialty was evenly represented, with six in each of surgery, 

medical oncology, and radiation oncology. Practice type was evenly represented, with six 

in each of Main, LAPS, and NCORP. A wide range of years of practice were represented, 

with six in practice <10 years, and six >25 years (Table 1). Interviews lasted 25 minutes on 

average (range, 18–40 minutes).

Overall, physicians had positive sentiments toward investigation of omission of surgery, with 

17/18 (94.4%) of all but one participants indicating interest or contingent interest in such 

an approach in node-negative patients. Enthusiasm waned for node-positive patients, with 

13/18 (72.2%) participants indicating interest or contingent interest in enrollment in a trial 

investigating omission of surgery (Table 2). Reasons for contingencies included desire for 

more specific protocol information and the current lack of evidence supporting this novel 

approach. Categorization of physician responses investigating influencing factors resulted 

in three major themes: general attitudes toward de-escalation, stakeholder considerations in 

trial opening and enrollment, and protocol-specific considerations (Table 3).
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General Attitudes Toward De-escalation

When asked about treatment de-escalation, all participants had a positive attitude toward 

treatment de-escalation in breast cancer management. Acknowledgment that our current 

treatment paradigm likely over-treats some patients was observed: “[W]e tend to treat 

maximally without knowing who will benefit versus the risk whether it’s surgery, radiation 

therapy, or chemotherapy, or endocrine therapy...” (surgeon). Additionally, there was 

acknowledgment of the toxicities and burdens associated with current treatments. There was 

interest in decreasing the amount of treatment that patients undergo without compromising 

outcomes: “I think as systemic therapies become more effective that that [lumpectomy 

omission] would be a natural progression, a natural evolution for some of our patients” 

(radiation oncologist).

Respondents expressed a general desire for additional research: “I’m in favor of finding 

appropriate populations who can safely [de-escalate] without comprising recurrence risk...” 

(medical oncologist). Physicians had a positive sentiment toward lumpectomy omission 

and felt that patients would also: “[I]n my experience the patients are already questioning, 

why do I have to now go and have surgery [after chemotherapy] if you’re telling me that 

everything looks like it’s gone” (radiation oncologist).

Concerns raised regarding omission of lumpectomy included potential for losing important 

prognostic pathologic information with omission of surgery, and specifically how this 

might impact additional therapeutic options available to patients: “...ensure that the medical 

oncologists don’t miss out on opportunities to recommended additional adjuvant therapies 

that we now know to be effective” (surgeon). There was also concern that inferior disease 

control could occur with de-escalation in the wrong subsets of patients who were ultimately 

at higher risk of recurrence, given that patients with aggressive histologies such as triple-

negative and HER2-positive disease are more likely to achieve complete responses. Finally, 

there was a general perception that lumpectomy is a minimally morbid surgery and might 

not warrant further investigation of omission: “I would say that many women don’t perceive 

the lumpectomy to be a big deal” (surgeon).

Community, Personal, and Patient Factors Affecting Stakeholder Enthusiasm

Participants discussed factors affecting enthusiasm for enrollment in a trial investigating 

omission of surgery. Factors affecting the potential for trial enrollment included 

characteristics or traditions of the region, institution, or practice at large, attitudes of treating 

surgeons, and the multidisciplinary interactions among specialties. Some participants 

described negative sentiments toward such a novel approach at their institution or 

community level that were out of an individual physician’s control: “We have a very 

successful clinical trial unit, but [despite this participant’s interest in omission of surgery] I 

don’t think in this region where I live, out in the community setting, that I would have the 

ability to put enough patients on that kind of clinical trial” (medical oncologist).

The importance of surgeons in driving trial enrollment was acknowledged by half of 

the many participants. Given that the first physician seen by patients after diagnosis of 

breast cancer is typically a surgeon, surgeons are considered gatekeepers. Therefore, it was 
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acknowledged that most patients expected to have surgery which could represent a barrier 

to investigating omission of surgery: “I think most patients are expecting to have surgery... a 

lot of times they see the surgeon before they see us” (medical oncology). Additionally, there 

was concern about surgeon buy-in given the potential for omitting surgery to financially 

impact surgeons: “If they’re doing less procedures you know, they’re getting paid less, right? 

…breast cancer is their bread and butter” (medical oncologist).

Finally, the necessity of a multi-disciplinary approach to decision-making for any 

investigation omitting surgery was acknowledged: “It seems that opening a trial like this, 

it’s not like opening a trial of a systemic agent or a radiation trial. It’s really opening a 

multidisciplinary trial that you almost have to open it as an entire multidisciplinary clinic…

that has to be from the beginning” (medical oncologist).

Participants were also asked about patient factors that would affect interest in such a trial. 

Again, participants acknowledged that patients’ preconceptions about the role of surgery 

as part of treatment could serve as a barrier to discussing omission of surgery: “They’re 

pretty much expecting surgery when they come to see me…I don’t think I can recall 

ever a patient who has asked to not have surgery for their cancer” (surgeon). Participants 

also acknowledged that different patients could have varying interest in receiving medical 

intervention. Therefore, whether patients were medical maximizers or minimizers was 

relevant[15]: “I have a group of patients who will say, ‘Well, I want everything done 

regardless. I don’t want to have any chance...’” (surgeon).

Considerations for a Future Trial Protocol

Participants were asked to comment on features of a potential future protocol investigating a 

non-surgical approach to breast cancer management, including patient eligibility, imaging 

considerations, and biopsy. First, participants discussed the types of patients that they 

wished to be the first cohort enrolled. Participants generally agreed that they wished to 

enroll patients who were at low risk of recurrence: “If I was starting a study like this, I 

would design it for patients who are extremely low risk” (radiation oncologist). Participants 

tended to define lower-risk patients in terms of older age, generally >50 years. There was 

polarization between the ideas of considering triple-negative and HER2-positive patients as 

traditionally at high risk of recurrence yet also acknowledging their higher rates of pCR, 

making this group more likely to be eligible for a trial predicated on the presence of clinical 

and radiographic complete response: “It’s a double-edged sword, right? Because the same 

histologies that are higher risk are also the ones that...have the potential higher pCR rate” 

(surgeon).

Participants were asked about follow-up imaging after the completion of a treatment 

regimen omitting surgery. Most endorsed more frequent imaging than currently endorsed 

by guidelines if such an approach were pursued. Participants were generally open to the 

inclusion of MRIs in post-treatment imaging. However, there was concern that the inclusion 

of MRIs in such an approach could cause financial distress for patients: “I would not 

want my patient to have to pay for it...the imaging part would have to be figured out, as 

far as who’s paying for it” (radiation oncologist). Specifically, there appeared to be less 
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enthusiasm for enrollment if there was a possibility that patients would have to shoulder this 

financial burden.

When asked about breast biopsy, all participants endorsed the need for a high level of biopsy 

accuracy, yet acknowledged the difficulty in assessing pCR after NACT without surgical 

excision at this time: “We need to... think about how we figure out, highly accurately, what’s 

happened at the end of neoadjuvant chemotherapy” (surgeon); “The chances of significant 

residual disease when a biopsy is negative would need to be...something on the order of 

5% or less to correlate with continued very good outcomes for the overall treatment plan” 

(radiation oncologist). Some participants mentioned that they would be willing to accept 

some residual microscopic disease in the breast, understanding that radiation would be able 

to eradicate this minimal residual disease. There were concerns about biopsy technique and 

other factors that could confound the true assessment of response: “The problem is a needle 

biopsy isn’t really likely to give you the whole picture of what’s happened in the breast, 

but I do think it’s worth investigating” (medical oncologist). This concern reflected overall 

sentiments that additional research was needed in the area of treatment de-escalation in 

general and that building foundational knowledge would continue to move the field forward.

DISCUSSION

This study explores the perspectives of a group of physicians known to have enrolled 

patients on breast cancer clinical trials regarding a novel approach omitting surgery in the 

treatment of breast cancer. It is the first study to our knowledge to incorporate formal 

qualitative analysis of physician perspectives alongside a trial seeking to develop an accurate 

diagnostic approach, in order to inform a potential large-scale future clinical trial. These 

interviews demonstrate substantial support toward continued investigation on ways to safely 

de-escalate surgery in breast-conserving therapy. Three major themes emerged pertaining to: 

physicians’ general attitudes toward treatment de-escalation in breast cancer; community, 

personal, and patient factors affecting stakeholder enthusiasm; and considerations for a 

future trial protocol.

Many physicians were supportive about avenues to de-escalate surgery in the breast, 

believing that omission of lumpectomy in exceptional responders after NACT represented 

a goal worthy of further exploration. Others believed that omission of surgery could create 

unique challenges, including the possibility of inferior disease control if patients were 

inappropriately selected and of an inability to offer adjuvant chemotherapy in incomplete 

responders without accurate pathologic data. Despite these valid concerns, our results 

demonstrate considerable interest in investigation of non-surgical approaches to breast 

cancer treatment among a range of physician specialties.

Our analysis further suggests that the key to successful development and future enrollment 

of a novel surgical de-escalation trial will be to engage multi-disciplinary stakeholders. In 

this study, despite physicians from each specialty expressing interest, there was concern 

from non-surgical physicians that the role of the surgeon as the typical first contact in 

breast cancer treatment along with the potential impact of a non-surgical approach on 

surgeons could represent a hindrance to further investigation of this approach. This suggests 
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that engagement of multidisciplinary teams is essential. Future investigations should fully 

incorporate surgeon input in trial design and encourage leaders in surgery to promote trial 

participation among their colleagues.

Physicians in our study expressed opinions to inform a possible future trial of lumpectomy 

omission. Many were enthusiastic about enrolling HER2-positive and triple-negative 

patients, reflecting the known higher responses to NACT in these populations.[16] Others 

noted that traditional “low risk” patients, i.e. hormone-receptor positive patients, would 

likely not be eligible for enrollment on such a trial due to lower pCR in this population. This 

marks a notable change from the traditional selection paradigm of de-escalating therapy only 

in historically low-risk populations and may represent a barrier to enrollment on a future 

trial.

Participants interviewed in this study identified that the ability to accurately assess pCR 

based on imaging and biopsy alone is key to moving forward with omitting surgery. Many 

noted concerns with the current evidence supporting such an approach. Soon after the 

conduct of these interviews, NRG Oncology presented preliminary results from the BR005 

study assessing biopsy accuracy after NACT with an unacceptably low negative predictive 

value of 77.5% (pre-specified threshold for success was >90%),[17] suggesting that we 

are not yet able to assess disease status accurately after NACT with an appropriate degree 

of certainty to support a clinical trial of this approach. Further efforts will need to center 

on improvements in assessment of pCR rates. Moving forward may require identification 

of more favorable subgroups based on consideration of multiple clinicopathologic or 

other characteristics, adoption of novel imaging techniques,[18] biomarker selection, and 

identification of modalities that may have differing levels of success in different breast 

cancer subtypes. For example, an exploratory analysis in another such small study[19] 

showed that in patients with residual imaging abnormalities of <2cm and with a minimum of 

six biopsy cores taken, negative predictive value of needle biopsy in predicting pCR was as 

high as 97.4%; another study in 40 patients showed an accuracy of 98%.[20]

Although challenges remain in setting the groundwork for omission of surgery, there is 

considerable interest in further investigation of this approach, not only as demonstrated 

in the current study but also in recent commentaries discussing challenges toward this 

approach.[21, 22] Omission of lumpectomy offers an important first target in assessing such 

an approach; in the future, efforts that consider omitting more morbid surgeries such as 

mastectomy may build on the foundation laid by the current study and future efforts to 

investigate lumpectomy omission. Additionally, investigating the impact of a lumpectomy 

omission approach in a fit patient population able to receive chemotherapy may offer 

insights into future efforts to expand such an approach in patient populations that may be 

less able to receive intensive chemotherapy and potentially at higher risk of complications 

from surgery due to underlying health issues. Importantly, patient perspectives toward 

omission of surgery remain underexplored.[23] Future qualitative studies assessing patient 

perceptions of the burdens of lumpectomy, willingness to undergo multiple biopsies, and 

acceptance of risk, are needed.
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As further investigations continue to provide the foundation for omitting surgery in breast 

cancer treatment, qualitative studies such as ours offer a means to approach clinical trial 

design in this novel space by incorporating input from a variety of physician stakeholders 

who will ultimately determine the success of a future randomized trial. In the era of complex 

and expensive clinical trials, ensuring that physician concerns are heard during the design 

process will help to facilitate enrollment and optimize success for these novel trials.[24]

Limitations

The sample was drawn from physicians who participate within NRG Oncology’s clinical 

trials network and may thus represent physicians who are biased toward enrollment on 

trials. However, because these physicians are the ones likely to open and support clinical 

trials, these are the physicians whose input is most essential for the success of future 

trials. Limitations of this study include its small sample size. Nevertheless, the data were 

collected from a purposefully diverse sample following rigorous qualitative methods, and 

interviews continued until thematic saturation, which is the standard approach favored 

in qualitative analysis for sampling. Although our sample size was small, physicians 

from multiple specialties encompassing the audience for an NRG sponsored trial were 

interviewed. Thematic saturation was reached, indicating that an in depth understanding 

of physician views and opinions was achieved. Additional verification of emerging themes 

identified in this study to determine generalizability within a larger population is needed to 

further ensure full appreciation of stakeholders’ perspectives; to determine frequencies of the 

attitudes expressed by the subjects in this study, a future quantitative assessment of a survey 

study would be necessary. Finally, no patient input was solicited for this physician-directed 

study. Patient input and perspectives are an additional important component that should 

drive considerations for future clinical trial design, and additional work exploring patient 

perspectives is strongly needed.

Conclusions

Physicians expressed interest in investigating a novel approach to breast cancer treatment 

that omits surgery in appropriately selected patients and were most interested in a 

trial investigating this option in node-negative or possibly older, node-positive, breast 

cancer patients with triple-negative or HER2-positive disease. This was predicated on the 

development of an accurate means to assess pCR in the absence of surgery. Surgeon input 

and leadership will be particularly essential to the success of future investigations, given 

surgeons’ key role as an important first contact in the treatment of breast cancer. Qualitative 

studies such as this can illuminate barriers and facilitators to enrollment on clinical trials and 

ensure success.
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Table 1.

Demographic Information

Characteristic N (%)

Sex

 Female 9 (50%)

 Male 9 (50%)

Specialty

 Surgery 6 (33.3%)

 Medical Oncology 6 (33.3%)

 Radiation Oncology 6 (33.3%)

Site Type

 Main Members 6 (33.3%)

 LAPS 6 (33.3%)

 NCORP 6 (33.3%)

Years of Practice

 ≤5 4 (22.2%)

 6–10 2 (11.1%)

 11–15 3 (16.7%)

 16–20 2 (11.1%)

 21–25 1 (5.6%)

 ˃26 6 (33.3%)

LAPS indicates Lead Academic Participating Sites; NCORP indicates NCI Community Oncology Research Program.
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Table 2.

Physicians’ interest in enrolling patients in a trial that omits lumpectomy after neoadjuvant chemotherapy and 

stated reasons

Nodal 
Status Interested in enrollment Not interested in enrollment

17 1

Contingencies Reasons given

 - Specifics of the protocol
- Awaiting results from ongoing trials
- Patient desires

 - Not enough evidence
- Current imaging not accurate enough

13 5

Contingencies Reasons given

 - Age (prefer enrolling older patients)
- Level of nodal involvement (would not enroll bulky axillary disease)
- Comorbidities
- Awaiting evidence from ongoing studies on axillary management 
after neoadjuvant chemotherapy

 - Discordant to omit lumpectomy but still consider 
axillary surgery
- Not enough evidence
- Risk of recurrence too high
- ‘Just no’
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Table 3.

Themes identified on qualitative thematic analysis

Theme Subtheme Categories

General Attitudes Toward De-
escalation

Interest in treatment de-
escalation

Perception that a subset of patients are receiving more treatment 
than necessary for cure

Belief that current treatment options produce unwanted, difficult, or 
unpleasant side effects

Interest in decreasing the amount of treatment patients undergo 
without compromising cure

General desire for additional de-escalation research regarding 
treatment de-escalation

Lumpectomy omission - Pro

General support for investigating lumpectomy omission

Perception that patients would be interested in lumpectomy 
omission

Lumpectomy omission - 
Con

Potential for losing important pathologic information with the 
omission of surgery

Potential for inferior disease control with de-escalation in 
inappropriately selected patients

Lumpectomy is considered a minimally morbid surgery and the 
benefit of its omission may not outweigh the risks

Community, Personal, and Patient 
Factors Affecting Stakeholder 
Enthusiasm

Community and individual 
physician factors

Belief that trial enrollment is affected by institution-or community-
level concerns out of an individual physician’s control

Importance of surgeon endorsement and leadership as typical first-
line providers at time of diagnosis

Multi-disciplinary engagement and support of the protocol regimen

Patient factors

Belief that some patients are more or less interested in receiving 
medical intervention than others (maximizers/minimizers)

Belief that patients have preconceptions about the role of surgery as 
part of breast cancer treatment

Considerations for a Future Trial 
Protocol

Risk considerations

Belief that older patients are better candidates for trial enrollment 
(generally >50 years)

Opinions on breast cancer subtypes that may be more suitable for a 
lumpectomy omission approach (HER2, triple-negative)

Diagnostic assessment

Importance of a high level of biopsy accuracy after neoadjuvant 
treatment to consider trial enrollment

Concern about various technical factors that could undermine 
confidence in biopsy results

Imaging follow-up

Expectation of more frequent imaging posttreatment if lumpectomy 
is omitted

MRI for follow-up is reasonable but not necessary if lumpectomy is 
omitted

Addition of MRI to follow-up care may result in financial burdens 
for patients
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